A leading TV doctor has apologised for performing a dance with women dressed as 'sexy nurses'.

Nursing groups accused Dr. Mehmet Oz of having a lack of respect for their profession for using the dancers in a 'sexist caricature' of the profession.

Viewers of the Oprah Winfrey-produced Dr. Oz Show watched in surprise as the respected Professor of Surgery at Columbia University joined the women in the dance.
They were wearing high heels, retro nurses caps and white dresses with red lingerie peeking through.

Dr. Oz, who found fame on The Oprah Winfrey Show spending five seasons as her health expert, initially failed to apologise for the dance.

But he has now said sorry in a statement for 'any hurt feelings', more than a month after the episode was screened.

The statement said: 'Dr. Oz has worked alongside extraordinary nursing professionals throughout his medical career and holds nurses in the highest regard as they save lives and heal patients.

'Sexist': The TV doctor, who found fame on The Oprah Winfrey show, joined in with the 'healthy' dance

Good times: Dr. Oz appeared to be enjoying himself during the dance

'Any attempt at humour should never call into question Dr. Oz's utmost respect for the nurses with whom he works and has lauded in other shows.'

Critics have called for Dr. Oz to repeat his apology on the show, after attacking him for the portrayal.

Sandy Summers, of nursing group The Truth About Nursing, called the segment demoralising and demeaning to nurses.
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Backers: Oprah Winfrey’s production company Harpo created the Dr. Oz Show.

She has launched a letter-writing campaign encouraging others to protest it.

‘Many people look to Dr. Oz for reliable health information, and he should teach them who nurses really are, and be part of the solution to the nursing crisis,’ she added.

American Nurses Association spokeswoman Joan Hurwitz also criticised the segment.

‘It’s disappointing in terms of a show like Dr. Oz using that kind of sexist caricature of nursing,’ she said.

Fighting media images that belittle nursing is an ‘uphill battle,’ she said, adding, ‘with a physician, I guess we would expect more.’

The feature involved guest Angel Williams, who attributed a 200lb weight loss to dancing.

She announced she would ‘get sexy’ and unbuttoned the top of her outfit to show her red undergarment as she invited Dr. Oz to dance with her.

Five other women in similar costumes joined the pair and the audience in the dance.
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President Jonathan Declares State of Emergency In Three States

President Jonathan in his Emergency Broadcast still on going, declared a state of Emergency in Borno, Yobe and Adamawa States. No matter what it takes, we ...

More than 1,000 police officers deployed to rescue wife and daughter of Nigerian Judge

Commissioner of Police in Edo State, Mr. Foluso Adebajo, said the command had deployed no fewer than 1,000 police officers, consisting of anti-kidnapping, mobile units ...
‘My Oga at the Top’ is Back: Shem Obafaye resumes duty as Oyo State NSCDC boss

The former Lagos State Commandant of Nigeria Security and Civil Defense Corps, NSCDC, Mr. Shem Obafaye, who postulated the "My Oga at the top" mantra ...

Nollywood Actress Camilla Mberekpe Denies Witchcraft Confession At T.B Joshua's Church

An associate of the actress explained the situation on her behalf. On Sunday April 28th, the actress appeared on T.B Joshua's televised deliverance programme on ...

Afrocandy's Ex-Husband Speaks Out, Calls Her A Liar And A Cheat

She used to be normal and responsible. What then happened to her? Maybe her ex-husband can give us an insight. Judith Opara Mazagwu, aka Afrocandy, ...

Nasarawa Massacre: What Really Happened

Policemen who survived last Wednesday's massacre in Alakyo Village, Nasarawa State yesterday alleged that the cultists had an upper hand over securitymen as a result ...

Nigerian Atm Machines Dispense Fake N1000 Notes

There is a disturbing development in the banking industry as some banks' Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) now dispense counterfeit currencies, particularly the N1000 notes, which ...

Gunmen attack Benue communities, 20 killed, houses destroyed

No fewer than 20 people Weekend lost their lives and several property destroyed in Okpancheni and Ekwo area of Agatu local government of Benue state when ...

Nigerian Musicians Peter Okoye And Flavour Nabania Rumoured As Gay Partners

According to aprokos, the two alleged secret gay partners have started serious talk about business partnership. For the record, Peter Okoye is a single father of ...

Mob Kills University Of Calabar Undergraduate Student Over Alleged Phone Theft

Asari Dokubo Tells IG Of Police, House Of Reps "Arrest Me And Nigeria Will Be History"
A SUSPECTED phone snatcher said to be an undergraduate of the University of Calabar, was killed by a mob at about 9 p.m, Wednesday, for ...

Angered by the arrest calls that trailed his comment, Monday, that peace will elude Nigeria if President Goodluck Jonathan is not returned in 2015, the ...
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